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—for those who know this struggle… 
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Owurọ 

Ah, a cool dawn it is  

laden with sweet birdsong  

borne on the wings  

of the dew-wet breeze!  

 

Mo ṣeba owurọ o!  

Mo ṣeba owurọ o!  

 

And from our mats  

the crow of the rooster,  

Ọba Eledumare‘s towncrier,  

rouses us for the day‘s work – 

village women to the streams  

their men to their farms  

our alakọwe to their offices  

and their children to their schools.  

 

Ojumọ ire o!  

Ojumọ ire!  

 

Eledumare‘s band  

of guards of the night  

he has now given command  

to go off-duty with their flickering lights  

and let the Sun of the day 

watch the Earth with his rays.  
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Ọlọjọ oni, mo ṣeba o.  

Iba.  

 

The daytime is blissful for the hawk  

the nightfall for the bat:  

let today be blissful for me.  

 

Ẹyẹ Ilulu sings all day  

the cricket chirps all night:  

may today for me never want cheer. 

 

The day is ever known with the light  

and tranquility is ever for the night:  

in the daytime, may I feel bright  

and in the black of night, 

may I repose with a heart really light. 
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A. PERFECT BUT HALVED LOVE 

________________ 
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I. Vulnerable 

If I bare 

my bosom 

and these pulsating beats 

beneath my breasts— 

if I bare my chest 

and these treasured crushes 

on his so adorable self— 

and if I bare this warm heart to him 

I fear I will be naked 

vulnerable 

in the glare of his cold, macho desires 

 

But if he bares his soft spot, his weaknesses 

his real tender heartbeats for me 

I swear he will even be more 

lovable 

in the gaze of my untold feminine passions 
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II. Unsaid 

I love you. Those 

were the words you 

didn‘t say to me. 

Before Tony 

came and had 

me. I love 

you — those 

were the words Tony 

said. Those 

were the words you 

did not say. 

 

To me. 
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III. These feelings 

Hey babe, these feelings are keen  

on my mind – these feelings;  

but they just won‘t flow  

into words. 

 

These words are heavy  

on my lips – these words;  

but they just won‘t go  

into voice. 

 

How do I say them, hey; how do  

I tell them – how do I birth  

worlds that are beyond words  

kicking in my belly? 

 

These feelings are raw; these feelings  

are powerful; these feelings  

are too strong to be put  

in words! 

 

But put your ear to my h‘art, babe,  

and I‘ll paint them whole— 

art-to-heart: 

 

And I will paint in colours of art  

the keen and intense caress of the  
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radiant son on the outer folds of  

your blooming morning glory! 

 

I will paint with gentle strokes the  

tender brushing of my butterfly-lips  

against your flushing rosy cheeks, and  

their passionate sucking on the  

nectar in your tongue! 

 

Oh indeed, I‘ll paint the peering twilight  

sun blush altogether scarlet at the exciting  

sight of a seeming one-man silhouette  

of you and me twogether! 

 

Ah if I can, if I can, I will preserve  

for you these feelings on the living  

canvas of timeless art, and till the  

dawn of your world in mine yet unborn!  
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IV. Love poem 

1. 

I love the colour 

of roses, of longing lips, 

of cheeks blushing. 

 

I love the sounds 

of hushed whispers, of lips 

smacking, of silent admiration: 

 

and the voices of wordless passion. 

 

I love the sounds 

of bubbles in water – 

like chuckles in your cheeks, 

like tingles in my belly, the sounds 

of eruptions under. 

 

I love the colour, I love the sounds, 

I love the voices – of wordless passion, 

when my heart is close to yours! 

2. 

I love the way words go, 

words flow, on a night date 

wi‘ you: 
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it is not the words I mark, 

when I read your lips; it is 

the sound of your voice. 

 

I love the way words go, 

words flow, on a night date 

wi‘ you: 

 

and it is not what I say, what 

you say, what is said – 

 

what lingers is the sound we hear; 

the sounds, which we voice. 

 

3. 

Love is poetry: you are my poetry! 

I love you!—And here is 

the masculine tenor 

voicing my quiet whisper! 

If love is the very heart 

of poetry, you are my lines! 

 

If love is the very soul 

of music, you are my lyrics! 

 

If love is the hard core 

of the heart, then you are my pulse, 
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you are my beat, you are my rhythm, baby!— 

 

like the sounds of jazz rhythm in my blood; 

like the sounds of rock music in my head! 
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V. Your black is Africa 

My, do I say i saw an angel 

when I met this clean African girl? 

 

Angels are blondes in sculptures – 

boy, she is dark and darling; 

 

angels are white in paintings – 

goodness, she is black, and 

beautiful! 

 

Hey, she says she‘s from 

Egypt, her mother from Niger 

Republic, she lives in Nigeria… 

 

Girl, your black, your beautiful! 

 

And her black hair‘s just a natural 

mass of Saharan curls, her shiny 

skin the typical dark of the tropics, and 

her proud black blood‘s like all other 

Black sisters‘ from South Africa to 

North America… 

 

Hey babe, your black is beautiful! 
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Your black is the blacky bark 

of sturdy sahel woods: 

ọmọge, your black is 

survival, is adaptive. 

 

And, oh my, it is the hometown ebony 

of grandmother‘s storytelling night: 

orekelẹwa, your black is 

orature, is performanceful – 

and your black is Africa. 

 

Hey, baby girl, your black is the dark 

hue of ores, of factory exhausts, of 

god‘s bits of woods: 

ah, adumaadan, your black is 

power, is labour-unionful. 

 

and, gracious, it is the dark sheen 

of the sculptor‘s iroko-carved art: 

hey, gorgeous goddess, your black is 

art, your black is beautiful— 

 

oh my, your black is… 

 

Africa. 
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VI. Unpaired 

“Look, The Zed, many of us didn’t marry the woman we truly loved. We marry the woman that was around 

when we were ready to marry. So, forget this thing …” 

—Americanah by Chimamanda Adichie (Farafina, Lagos NG; p472) 

Ah, I wish I could still the quiet 

tear-filmed gaze that locked her 

soft eyes and mine for a long 

moment, when the dice of time 

tossed back our paths at last. 

My dream girl she was. 

I saw in his handsome searching eyes 

voiceless expressions of my innermost feelings,  

when I gazed into his dark, shiny eyes, and 

half-consciously muttered the name 

I fondly called him. 

MINE. 

I felt through her dark lustrous 

hair again, like I used to, to be sure it is her. 

I admit I missed her; and it hurts really bad. 

And I had called her before I knew, too: 

PEERLESS. 

My heart warmed and raced a moment 

when I called him. Familiar feelings coursed 

through my chest, and I know I actually still loved 
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him so much! Had even never ceased to 

love him, miss him, all the years! 

Not one day, heaven knows! 

She is the peerless treasure I found,  

the jewelled love I hoped to keep till 

the end, and with dreams closing in 

to fulfilment already then… 

God! 

I want so bad to hold him close to me 

once again, but I won’t be able to have him 

as mine again it seems: cos another 

woman, his married, will now call him 

Mine! 

I recall haunting memories of a happy twosome,  

and fun-filled love, and a spent-for, cared-for baby 

girl; and the waves of time that finally rolled us 

apart, and how I brooded with beer and 

beer and beer! 

Ah, I recall hurting memories of overwhelming 

pressures from mum, and the distance in being 

distant apart, and a pretty trying trust 

of having to wait for you here, and how I cried and 

cried and cried! 
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P, you caused me sore heartache 

when you couldn‘t wait while I travelled 

abroad to further study and come back! 

It was a stab to my chest when you said 

you were leaving, and when you got married 

when I was gone, I knew I have lost you for life! 

Ah P, I didn‘t tell you I 

cried! 

And when I begged him again, and 

hugged him so tight, and sucked his lips 

and neck, ah, I cried into him, and missed 

him so really much; and he swallowed hard,  

and his eyes were wet. 

She hugged me tight close and time 

stopped to count: and I wished, and yearned 

to still that peerless moment for the rest of 

our lives, that locked her and me for a 

moment, when the dice of time 

tossed back our paths at last … 
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VII. Holding onto shadows 

life is like moving pictures; 

is like moving pictures, 

and does not wait for us: 

 

memories are the only souvenirs 

i have from my yesterday, friend; 

souvenirs are the only memory 

i got from my yesterday. 

 

and man lives, man loves, man dies: life goes on. 

 

some say memory is a blessing; some 

say memory is a pain: yesterday 

goes and leaves me with memory. 

 

it either haunts or refreshes: no, 

friend, it haunts me and refreshes. 

 

do not seize this from me; do not 

take this from me: it‘s the only 

thing i have left of her! 

 

life is like moving pictures; 

is like moving pictures, 

and does not wait for us: 

 

friend, it does not wait for you! 
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B. PERFECT AND HALVED HATE 

________________ 
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I. Champagne promises 

Their promises like premises, 

Our dear hopes we built on them. 

Forced promises like false premises, 

And do always miss along the way, 

Getting our last hopes lost with them. 

Manifestoes that manifest slow! 

Policies that are only politics! 

Agendas that are nothing but propaganda! 

Fiction branded ―Vision‖! 

  

Where is Fiction 2010 today? Where‘ll be that of 2020? 

Where‘s the 7-P ‘aganda? And where‘s today‘s slog? 

Enough of the MiniTrue lies, 

The language of irony! 

Enough of the polls wasting away 

Like wind-dispersed pollen grains! 

Enough of promises that get us filled 

Up for nothing like champagne bubbles! 

Enough—enough 

Of champagne promises! 
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II. In the palm wine clubhouse 

While we relax  

with games and garri  

in the moonlight,  

they mellow out  

with pipe and pammy  

in their clubhouse.  

While we laugh and play  

with kith and kin  

in the hut,  

they decide and conclude  

the lot of the village  

just in a chat.  

In this land, the Kabiyesi* doesn‘t rule alone – 

the Afọbajẹ† will give the final say...  

in the palm wine clubhouse!  

 

The village wakes up  

in the morning  

with a protest,  

or a request,  

against the new, absurd policy made.  

Too late! The fate of  

the masses has been  

                                                           
* An alternative title Yoruba monarchs (the Ọba’s) are called by 
† the Kingmakers (in Yoruba traditional ruling system) 
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decided... 

in the palm wine clubhouse! 
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III. Genocide is 

not Hitler‘s attempted annihilation 

of the Israeli nation in a Jew‘s point of view: 

Genocide is the Jews Gentilizing 

all peoples not Jew in a Hitler‘s viewpoint. 

Genocide is 

not the denotation in a Jew or a Hitler‘s idiom 

Genocide is an ọba attempting to generate 

a hate wave: ―Lagosian Igbos must swallow this or go die in the lagoon: 

the Yoruba state gubernatorial candidate is destined to rule; the Igbo to slave!‖ 

Oh man! Genocide sure is 

not just the Hutu ethnic group‘s intended annihilation 

of the Tutsi in the Rwanda civil war, after all: 

Genocide is the cruel treatment of the Lagosian Igbos in the Gowon 

regime till they fled home to Lieutenant-Colonel Ojukwu‘s kinsman arms; 

and it like our cutting off food supply to the seceding Igbo nation 

in our civil war, till they ate boiled weeds and died up until surrender. 

Genocide absolutely is 

not the past pre-civil war killings and hostilities against Igbo 

residents in Lagos or the Biafra death toll experience from famine: 

Genocide is someone of the other party saying there is nothing 

geno on some of their people‘s sides: like I, because I am Yoruba, 

should say the said ọba‘s words are, to say the least… 

Excusable! 

—March, 2015  
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IV. The struggle 

—on the public status quo somewhere; and in solidarity with them 

We are the scab of a scarred skin 

from your scalding abuse; 

we are the scraped scalp that‘ll 

regrow full strength to fight 

another day soon. 

 

We are the undying souls of the fighting 

labourers that died in the gasping struggle 

to barely live on long-withheld doles of due bread 

meant to keep sickly body and soul alive: 

 

and we are the fighting spirit of those resting 

pen‘ers that the sword of your rationed dues 

eventually cut off but still fights on. 

 

We are the dirty brown smear of 

bitter sweats on labourers‘ reclining 

brow, being f**cking sundried in endless, 

hopeless, helpless expectation of the 

rightful reward: 

 

heck, are we not the forced bittersweet, 

sweaty labour rest only made to mouth from 

hungry stomachs loud yawns of curses, and 
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curses, and curses for this master that ill-manages 

our rightful dues and still mouths mocking taunts at 

us before the ignorant world?! 

 

We are the fighting spirit asking— 

demanding: 

 

For what reason in the world must 

we go on counting debts— 

 

And deaths?!! 
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V. Only for a while 

—to whom it may concern 

Tell those tyrant politicos— 

all those leaders vile!— 

who cause the poor masses gross woes,  

and wink at our many sorrows, 

filling us with bile… 

tell those chameleons—friendly foes— 

who gained our trusts, who gained our votes 

through promises empty, hollow— 

through their tortoise wiles… 

tell those light-fingered hands that know 

deft skill in fiddling funds… oh no!— 

look, tell those corrupt politicos, 

‘twouldn‘t always continue so… 

It‘s but for a while! 
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VI. The end 

you watch the weary halved yellow sun sink 

into the wombed cavity of a blooded sky, 

at the close of a dawning sundown. 

you hear of the noised rumbles and 

crumbles in the dispatch billows 

of boko blasts, and reminisce 

about the warful death of a little country 

that was, and is no more, and remains within us. 

you hear of corruption cankerworming 

our armory, of boko haram being in 

the top defense ranks too, of base 

betrayal, of sorry setups, of 

military mutinies, at first: 

and of terrorists‘ bombings, and arson, 

and massacre, and abductions of 

wombers and issues— 

and then you remember the unfinished 

saga of chibok and sambisa forest … 

II 

you overhear the silenced echoes of 

a screaming silence from chibok 

and sambisa. 
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the labour pang of the barren, 

the deafening cries of the stillborn, 

and visible voices and felt sight of mamas‘ 

kids and kids‘ mamas no longer there, 

and the groping ache of severed umbilical cords. 

but all of the souls‘ lingering scream are now only 

submerged in the voiceless noise of politicized 

rights campaigns; and of the present, 

passing pandemic … 

III 

and we die of viral ebola and 

bombs, like the prophetic plague of 

hails engulfing a corrupt gomorrah, 

a green city, outside us, that 

once was, too. 

we die again, but not for so long; and true, 

we walked ebola out the same way it had 

stalked in to us: but the bombings renew, 

and we die… yet again. 

but yet the crying silence from chibok 

and sambisa had now been silenced 

off into voiceless echoes… 
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and you ask at this dawning sundown 

of a presidential term—you 

ask: is this 

the End 

of 

‗It‘? 

IV 

or the 

end 

of 

V 

The Beginning …? 

—December, 2014 
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VII. if we sit and sigh 

Every day na the same thing / Suffering and smiling —Fela Anikulapo Kuti 

if we sit and sigh 

we sigh till we die 

if we stand up to talk 

we talk and may die 

if you sit you die 

if you speak you die 

but if you are dying with unbirthed sighs— 

what on earth is a death more wasteful?! 
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Final Curtain: A Benediction 

______________ 
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Quietease 

Light showers and sparse sunrays 

beaming through the rains 

are intermittent rainbows of respite 

and relief – in the tropic sun-heat of our busy world: 

give me a life of some quiet, a comforting sunshine 

against the window of my sombre newspaper study! 

 

Give me a quiet life, a love 

that‘s returned and isn‘t forlorn 

when I‘m yet a naïve lil boy tryin‘ 

first-time to pluck at a pretty Rosebud—give me 

a lover-heart that‘s free of aches and breaks, a life 

of some peaceful quiet. 

 

And an ensuring peaceful pride rock of Simba and Nala 

where there are no media rants about my Rose Nala and I; 

and where our pridehome is purely private and 

just the workfield public—where the noise of the public 

media gets nowhere near our quiet (e)den; a life of 

sequestered quietness. 

 

So, let me, time after time, find breathing 

space amid these fast-paced, breathtaking 

hi-tech innovations of the time. And amid the depressing 

upheavals and downturns of society here, the hectic hustle and 

bustle of the day-to-day life and the busy work travels and 
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flights, let me look up just every once in a while 

 

and be able to see over me a star-lit night sky 

unmasked by skyscrapers or factory exhausts; or, stand still 

and be able to hear the birdsong from woods 

un-swallowed by the nagging noise of wailing sirens 

and roaming helicopters and congested roadblocks. 

Let me find quiet peace 

 

while I harvest money from a professional 

and literary career. So, give me the tranquil old life 

of a successful retired professor and writer, with coffee 

and newspaper flimsily in hand, and with great grandkids 

making fun of his accumulation of works and accolades 

and awards—and just all he can do is laugh 

at himself! 
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